
 

US tech expert, previously at Yahoo, Netflix, Move joins
Bloem-based AI company

John Robison, a US engineering and technology expert previously at Yahoo, Netflix, and Move, has joined the board of
Xineoh, a technology startup that developed a new type of machine learning recommendation engine.

John Robinson

Robison is a senior executive leader with many years of expertise in rapid growth and scalability of technology solutions.
Robison was VP of Engineering at Yahoo in its early days where he made significant contributions to the engineering
success of Yahoo as employee number 20. Some more recent positions that he has held are those of Director of
Engineering at Netflix and CTO of Move, Inc, the operator of Realtor.com.

Robison will officially join the Xineoh board of directors after its annual general meeting that is scheduled for today, 15
December 2017.

Xineoh developed a machine learning algorithm that the company believes is the best available generalisable
recommendation engine on the market, a product the team worked on for over a year. It has proven that the algorithm
works in every vertical it was tested in thus far and its test results demonstrate that it is significantly outperforming the
competition.

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


Vian Chinner, Xineoh CEO, first became acquainted with Robison when Chinner co-founded a tech startup funded by
Move Inc, where Robison was CTO.

“As an experienced senior executive leader with an emphasis on agile results-oriented product delivery and strategic
business execution in high-growth web and mobile environments, Robison’s appointment will support Xineoh’s local and
international growth. His guidance and expertise will be of utmost importance in ensuring that Xineoh’s recommendations as
a service solution can scale with the demands of rapid market uptake,” says Chinner.

An algorithm that can work in almost any type of industry

According to Chinner, the difference between what they developed versus that of their closest competitors, is that they
created an algorithm that not only thinks like a human (and learns as it runs), but it can work in almost any type of industry.
Xineoh has already proven its capability in e-commerce, mortgage lending and real estate. It will now showcase this
algorithm in its latest project, VideoLlama.com, where people are matched to movies and television shows in an entirely new
way.

While VideoLlama is a project to reveal its algorithm in streaming video, the company is now also licensing its technology to
other companies as well. The value of accurate recommendations is well known in many business sectors, Amazon and
Netflix are good examples. It is estimated that around 35% of Amazon’s sales are generated as a result of their
recommendations, while Netflix estimates that their recommendation algorithm is worth $1 billion to them every year. Xineoh
is now licensing its algorithm to businesses of all sizes in an attempt to democratise AI by making the power of
recommendations more accessible to all businesses.
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